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Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods

Comparison of species richness (number of species) in 356 pairs of polyploid and non-polyploid sister clades. Average species
richness (means and medians) of the polyploid and non-polyploid samples were reported and differences in species richness
compared using both two-tailed paired Wilcoxon signed rank tests as well as sign tests. This was done for the whole dataset as well
as subsets based on taxonomic rank (genera only, families only, all ranks above genus) and taxonomic group (e.g. all animals, all
plants, invertebrates, angiosperms, tetrapods).

The sample consists of species richness estimates for 356 pairs of polyploid and non-polyploid clades identified from the existing
literature. Of these 356 clade pairs, 321 of were genera. Of the remaining 35 pairs, 28 were pairs of families. While we focused our
efforts on obtaining as representive sample as possible over the widest range of clades across the tree of life, certain groups are
much better represented in the literature than others. 153 of the clades analysed were animals, while the remaining 203 were plants.
Vertebrates compose the majority of animal clades (91 pairs), while within plants the majority of clade pairs are angiosperms (128
pairs). For a full breakdown of sample sizes within each group of organisms tests see Table 1 of the manuscript.

Biological publications spanning the years 1950 to 2018 were searched for known cases of polyploid taxa, using the names of major
clades and “polyploidy” as keywords. n cases where this was ambiguous or contentious taxa known to be polyploid were compared
with their closest known relatives. If polyploidy was found to occur in related taxa, then the least inclusive taxonomic ranking would
be used to define the clade containing that taxon and the related taxa as the polyploid clade. Phylogenies in the published literature
spanning 1975 to 2018 were used to identify the putative sister clades of our compiled list of polyploid clades. In cases where
multiple phylogenies were found, the most recently published one was preferred, unless an older phylogeny resolved more
polytomies, in which case that phylogeny was preferred. Sampling effort was focused on sampling as broadly across the tree of life as
possible and obtaining sufficient sample sizes for statistical analysis for as many different taxonomic groups as possible, maximising
the number of clades at the rank of class and above represented in the dataset over accurately representing the proportion of
polyploid taxa in different groups. As a result, more research time was spent searching and analysing the literature of groups for
which polyploidy was poorly or rarely documented than groups where polyploidy was widespread and well known. Known instances
of artificial polyploidy or endopolyploidy were discounted.

The number of species in each clade was estimated using online biodiversity databases, primarily using the Integrated Taxonomic
Information System for animals and The Plant List for plants. A full list of source databases for species richness estimates of each
group is provided in the methods. For a minority of clades diversity estimates were also made using the source publications, which
are listed for each clade. Only accepted species names were counted, known synonymies and taxa of unresolved status were not
included. Extinct taxa assigned to the clades in the dataset were included in species counts using the Fossilworks portal of the
Paleontology Database, with clade names and “fossil” as keywords. Where possible, fossil data from the Paleontology Database was
checked with data in source publications for those taxa.

Data were collected and analysed primarily between October 2017 and February 2019. While spatial scale is not relevant for the
datasets and analyses presented here, clade pairs were identified and species richness estimated at the level of genus and above
only.

No data were excluded from statistical analyses of the whole dataset, although separate analyses were carried out on partitions
within the dataset (e.g. all genera only, only animal clades etc.).

A list of source papers, online resources and databases used to identify clade pairs and to generate species richness estimates for
each group are provided in the methods section and supplementary materials. All input data and output values from all statistical
analyses performed and all R scripts and details of analyses performed are provided in the supplementary material or available from
the corresponding author on request.

Data were not randomised as in each case we wished to compare the relative species richness of polyploid and non-polyploid sister
clade pairs. Comparing sister clades provides the best possible test and set of controls for these kinds of analyses, as it controls for
divergence time and many ecological and morphological properties of groups.

Blinding was not possible or desirable in this study as in each case it was required to identify the specific taxa to form meaningful
comparisons across sister clade pairs and to identify broader taxonomic groups in order to sample and test as broadly and evenly as
possible across a wide range of groups.




